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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the design and development of new
software for spectral analysis, editing and resynthesis.
Analysis is accomplished using a variation of the traditional McAulay-Quatieri technique of peak interpolation
and partial tracking. Linear prediction of the partial amplitudes and frequencies is used to determine the best continuations for sinusoidal tracks. A high performance user
interface supports flexible selection and immediate manipulation of analysis data, cut and paste, and unlimited
undo/redo. Hundreds of simultaneous partials can be synthesized in real-time and documents may contain thousands of individual partials dispersed in time without degrading performance. A variety of standard file formats
are supported for the import and export of analysis data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sinusoidal modeling has a proven track record of high
quality resynthesis while offering numerous possibilities
for novel sonic transformations [1, 3, 7, 8]. Software
such as Lemur [4], AudioSculpt, and MetaSynth, to name
but a few, have demonstrated the power and popularity of
graphical user interfaces for spectral editing.
A new software application named SPEAR, Sinusoidal
Partial Editing Analysis and Resynthesis, has been created to offer increased speed, flexibility, and ease of use
in the domain of graphical spectral editing. The following
goals were kept in mind throughout the design and development phases: editing should be as fast and as easy to
understand as in a time domain waveform editor, listening
to transformations should be possible with no intermediate synthesis or processing stage, and high quality analyses should require only a few parameter settings. Additionally, SPEAR interoperates well with other analysisresynthesis software by offering both SDIF [11] and native format data exchange.
In order to offer a familiar and comfortable interface,
SPEAR is written to run using the native graphics of the
host operating system. Portability is made possible using
wxWidgets (http://www.wxwidgets.org), a C++
GUI library which allows the software to be compiled for
MacOS, Windows, and GTK Linux. Current builds of
SPEAR run on MacOS 9, MacOS X, and Windows.
2. ANALYSIS
Audio analysis adheres to the basic peak interpolation and
partial tracking methods as detailed in [7, 10]. To begin

analysis the user must specify minimum frequency spacing in hertz, fa , which for a harmonic analysis should
correspond to the fundamental frequency. This is used to
determine a default window length and main lobe width,
as well FFT size and analysis rate (hop size). For inharmonic or polyphonic sounds, fa will determine the minimum frequency spacing between partials that can be independently resolved. Given a window length in samples
of M = 4fs /fa (where fs is the sampling rate), the desired FFT size is N = 2dlg M e+1 , resulting in a spectrum
oversampling by a minimum factor of 2.
2.1. Peak Selection
The local maxima in the magnitude spectrum guide the
search for sinusoidal peaks. Parabolic interpolation of frequency and phase [7, 10] using bins n−1, n, n+1 selected
from the N/2 bins of an analysis frame yield frequency,
phase, and amplitude estimates for the candidate peak.
With a minimum mainlobe width of 4fa and spectrum
oversampled by a minimum factor of 2, each candidate
peak will be sampled by at least 8 FFT bins. To aid the rejection of spurious peaks we may conservatively impose
the restriction that the three magnitudes an−1 , an , an+1
of a parabolic peak must also all exceed the magnitude of
either neighboring bin; an−1 > an−2 or an+1 > an+2 .
2.2. Amplitude Thresholds
Two types of amplitude thresholds are used in the peak
picking and partial tracking process. For a peak to be
considered a candidate for tracking, it must exceed an
absolute threshold Td (default value of −96 dB). These
peaks are matched with existing partial tracks as described
in the next section. If no appropriate track continuation
is found, the partial ends — so Td may be considered a
“death” threshold for possible continuation of a partial.
Unmatched peaks become candidates for initiating new
partial tracks. A new track is started only if a peak exceeds
a dynamic threshold level Tb which is computed with a
frequency dependent threshold curve At (fk ) in combination with the maximum bin amplitude of the analysis
frame, amax
n . The curve is given by
At (fk ) = aL − aR + (aR )(bfk /20 )

(1)

where fk is the peak frequency in kHz, b is a parameter controlling the shape of the curve, aL is the amplitude
threshold at 0 kHz, and aR is the range of the curve in
positive dB from 0 to 20 kHz. Figure 1 shows At (fk )

with default values b = 0.0075, aL = −24, and aR = 32.
Given the maximum bin amplitude in dB for a frame, amax
n
and the frequency fp in Hz of the peak under consideration, Tb = amax
+ At (fp /1000). Thus Tb may be conn
sidered a “birth” threshold for potential new partials. The
birth threshold requires low-frequency peaks to exceed a
greater threshold than high-frequency ones.
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Informal tests have shown α =1/12 to offer a reasonable
weighting between prediction errors in frequency versus
those in amplitude.
Each track k selects the best continuation peak n over
all N peaks subject to constraints on the maximum allowable difference in predicted versus actual frequency. More
precisely |fnobs − fnpr | < ∆fmax where ∆fmax is proportional to the analysis frequency fa . For harmonic sounds
∆fmax = 34 fa is a reasonable default value.
Tracks which fail to find a match either become inactive or lie dormant for several successive frames. In the
case of a track which has been dormant for j frames, linear
prediction is used to predict the j + 1th values for matching to candidate peaks. This allows temporal gaps in the
analysis data to be spanned.
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Figure 1. Default frequency dependent threshold curve
This helps to compensates for the spectral rolloff of
most natural sounds and allows the analysis to find more
high frequency partial tracks. This also avoids resyntheses that sound “dull” and heavily low-pass filtered. An
additional benefit is improved rejection of spurious low
frequency, low amplitude partial tracks.

Rather than represent the analysis data as a sorted list of
time frames, SPEAR uses a list of partials which are represented by breakpoint functions of time versus amplitude,
frequency, and phase. With this storage model the implementation of cut, copy, and paste operations, both of entire
partials or segments, is straightforward. Additionally partials can be individually shifted, stretched, or compressed
in time without resampling to fixed frame time points. A
further advantage is that the storage model can easily support multirate analysis data [6] or time reassigned breakpoints [3].

2.3. Partial Tracking
The linear prediction method of [5] is used to match the
evolving sinusoidal tracks with the detected peaks. Predicted values are computed for both the frequency and amplitude of a track. The partial tracking operates as follows:
At frame i we have detected N candidate peaks and we
have K active sinusoidal tracks which extend to at most
frame i − 1. For each of K active sinusoidal tracks, the
Burg method is used to compute two sets of linear prediction coefficients, one on frequency and one on amplitude.
An LP model of order 6 computed from a maximum of 64
previous values has worked well in practice. It is critical
that enough points are used to capture periodic features
such as amplitude modulation or vibrato. The LP coefficients for track k are used to predict frequency fkpr and
amplitude apr
k values for frame i. When a new sinusoidal
track starts and there are not enough values to compute
the LP coefficients, the mean frequency and amplitude are
used as the predicted values.
The error between predicted values for track k and peak
n are given by a measure of Euclidean distance,
s
 obs 2 
 obs 2
fn
a
12 lg
+ α 20 log10 npr
Ek,n =
fkpr
ak
(2)
where fnobs and aobs
are
the
observed
frequency
and
amn
plitude values for peak n. The first term measures distance
in semitones and the second in dB with a scale factor α.

3.1. Time-span frames
A common operation, particularly during synthesis, is determining the list of partials (and breakpoint segments)
crossing a particular time point. In the frame based storage model, a binary search of sorted frames quickly determines the partials active at any particular time.
With a list of breakpoint partials, this query requires
an iteration through all the partials in the data set. For a
short sound this may only require looking at several hundred elements, but for longer sounds there are likely to
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Figure 2. Data structure for division of partials into timespan frames. Comma delimited lists for each frame indicate the active partials.

be many partials of short duration. For example, the total
number of partials for a one minute sound could be well
over twenty-thousand. During synthesis continued iteration over thousands of partials is too inefficient. A solution is to maintain a parallel data structure of time-span
frames. For each frame, a list is kept of all partials that
have breakpoints within the frame’s time span — typically
on the order of 1/8 second. Figure 2 shows an example of
ten partials segmented into five frames where each frame
contains a list of its active partials. The active partial lists
maintain a relatively constant size as partials turn on and
off. For a typical sound, this reduces active partial lookups
to an iteration over only several hundred elements.
4. DATA EXCHANGE
A goal of the SPEAR project is to allow data exchange
with existing analysis synthesis packages. For example
one might wish to use SPEAR’s visualization to compare
the analysis results from different software. The SDIF file
format [11] is supported both for import and export. For
SDIF import the supported frame types are 1TRC (sinusoidal tracks), 1HRM (harmonic sinusoidal tracks), RBEP
(reassigned bandwidth enhanced partials – a matrix type
used by Loris [3]), and 1STF (short-time fourier transform
frames). Data can be exported either as 1TRC frames or
RBEP frames. In the case of 1TRC frames, resampling of
the breakpoint functions must be performed to conform to
the fixed frames of the 1TRC file type. For RBEP frames,
each point has a time offset value. By collating all breakpoints into frame sized chunks and properly setting the
time offset, any distribution of breakpoints can be losslessly represented with an RBEP SDIF file.
Additional formats are supported for importing — the
.mq and .an formats from SNDAN [1] and the .ats format
from the ATS package [8]. The data exchange options are
summarized in Table 1.
Two custom text file formats have been implemented
for both import and export. “Text frames” represents resampled frames, where each line of the file contains the
data of a single time frame. Index numbers are used to link
sinusoidal tracks. “Text partials” represents exact breakpoint functions, where each line of the file represents a
complete partial. The text formats ease the implementaFormat
SDIF 1TRC
SDIF RBEP
SDIF 1HRM
SDIF 1STF
SNDAN .mq
SNDAN .pv
ATS .ats
Text frames
Text partials

Import
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Export
×
×

×
×

Table 1. Supported file formats

Figure 3. Zoomed-in display showing amplitude adjustment dialog
tion of simple programs performing additional analysis or
transformation of the data.
5. USER INTERFACE
The SPEAR user interface offers speedy performance and
intuitive interaction. The analysis data is displayed with
time on the abscissa and frequency on the ordinate. As in a
black-and-white spectrogram, varying levels of gray shading indicate the relative amplitudes of partials. Following
the model of time domain waveform editors, the amount
of detail shown for the breakpoint functions varies according to a user controlled zoom factor. At high zoom levels,
every breakpoint is shown and clickable handles allow individual manipulation in time and frequency (Figure 3).
At lower zoom levels, the decrease in detail avoids visual
clutter and significantly speeds redrawing.
Interaction follows a selection and direct manipulation
paradigm. For example, clicking on a partial selects it and
shift clicking adds partials to the current selection. Choosing the transpose tool then allows the selected partials to
be transposed in pitch by dragging up or down. Additional selection modes allow the user to sweep out areas
in time and frequency or to draw arbitrary time-frequency
regions. Following the model of graphics editors, arbitrary selections can be made up of a union or difference of
individual contiguous selections.
Editing tools and commands which operate on the current selection include transposition, frequency shifting,
time shifting, time stretching, and amplitude adjustment.
Unlimited undo/redo is supported for all editing operations and most editing can be performed while the sound
is being synthesized. For further real-time control, sliders
allow adjustment of the overall transposition level, amplitude, and playback speed.
6. SYNTHESIS
SPEAR offers several different synthesis methods. For
real-time playback, the inverse FFT method [9] offers ex-

generalized layered display could not only display multichannel analyses, but other useful temporal data such as
fundamental frequency, brightness, or spectral envelopes.
It is expected that many of these ideas will be implemented
in future versions. The software is available for download
at http://www.klingbeil.com/spear .
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